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Senate Resolution 725

By: Senators Esteves of the 6th, Merritt of the 9th, Jackson of the 41st, Mallow of the 2nd

and Halpern of the 39th 

A RESOLUTION

Congratulating and commending A.G. Rhodes upon its 120th anniversary; and for other1

purposes.2

WHEREAS, during its 120 years of service, A.G. Rhodes has been dedicated to providing3

compassionate care to seniors throughout metro Atlanta; and4

WHEREAS, this exemplary nonprofit organization has grown from its humble beginnings5

to become a trusted and respected name in the Atlanta community synonymous with6

exceptional senior care; and7

WHEREAS, A.G. Rhodes utilizes a mission-driven approach and operates under the belief8

that all individuals deserve access to high quality senior care regardless of their financial9

circumstances; and10

WHEREAS, the organization provides its residents with personalized care that prioritizes11

their physical, emotional, and social well-being through its team of dedicated health care12

professionals, thereby creating an environment where seniors can thrive and enjoy their13

golden years; and14
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WHEREAS, A.G. Rhodes further offers training programs to its care givers and invests in15

state-of-the-art technology and resources in order to remain at the forefront of the industry;16

and17

WHEREAS, the staff members of A.G. Rhodes are staunch supporters of the metro Atlanta18

community who unselfishly devote innumerable hours of their time and talents to support19

and improve the area; and20

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this21

extraordinary nonprofit be appropriately recognized.22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body23

congratulate A.G. Rhodes upon the grand occasion of its 120th anniversary, commend it for24

its many outstanding contributions on behalf of the seniors of Georgia, and extend best25

wishes for its continued growth, development, and success.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed27

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to A.G. Rhodes.28
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